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Beyond the Standard 
Model
n Low-energy high-precision 

measurements: 
– Parity-violating electron scattering (weak 

mixing angle)
– Muon (g-2)
– Neuton EDM

n Dark matter candidates and dark force 
mediators



Parity violating electron 
scattering



Precise measurements of 
electroweak interaction 
parameters



Weak mixing angle

Slide from Frank Maas: High priority task for MESA



Implications for “new 
physics” mass scale



Dark matter and force 
mediators
n What is known?
n Astrophysical observations and 

implications for lab searches



Galactic rotation
n Fritz Zwicky (1933); S. Smith (1936); Galaxy clusters
n Vera Rubin (1970): Measured rotation of spiral galaxies, 

discovered stars on the periphery revolve too fast around the 
galaxy center=> an invisible halo carries ~90% of galaxy mass

v2~1/r ?



Galactic Rotational Curves



Recent news 
n Dark matter less important 

10 billion years ago Nature
543, 397–401 (16 March 
2017)

The European Southern Observatory's 
Very Large Telescope, based in Chile



Tools of discovery: 
Hubble Space telescope

Star formation in 
Eagle Nebula

http://hubblesite.org

New James Webb Space Telescope to
Be launched by NASA in 2018, 
6.5m mirror (vs 2.4m of Hubble)



Gravitational lensing: 3D map 
of observable Universe

R. Massey et al, Nature 445, 286 (2007): Dark Matter Maps Reveal Cosmic Scaffolding 
Area of 1.6 deg2 ~1/2 million galaxies



Chandra X-ray observatory 
data’06 (see chandra.harward.edu )

n Galaxy cluster 1E 
0657-56 (`bullet 
cluster’, ~1Gpc away) 

n Dark matter (blue) not 
slowed by the impact; 
while hot gas (red) is 
slowed/distorted by 
drag force

n Separation during 
collision



Hot Gas in Galaxy Clusters



Dark Energy: Universe 
Expansion gets faster



Cosmic Microwave Background
Holmdel Horn Antenna used 
for discovery of CMB (1964)

NASA Cosmic Background 
Explorer (1989)

Wilkinson Microwave 
Anisotropy Probe 
(2001-2010) Planck (2009-2013)



matter/energy budget of universe

n Stars and galaxies are only ~0.5%
n Neutrinos are ~0.3–10%
n Rest of ordinary matter (electrons and protons) 

are ~5%
n Dark Matter ~30%
n Dark Energy ~65%
n Anti-Matter 0%

axion a dark matter 
candidate



Axions at the Institute for Advanced 
Study (Princeton, NJ, Oct.’06)



Jefferson Lab and the Free Electron 
Laser



July 2006



CAST experiment

Uses LHC prototype dipole, 
looks for axions from the sun 
regenerating photons in the x-
ray region. K. Zioutas et al., PRL 94, 
121301 (2005)

Has seen no effect



Helioscope of the future: 
IAXO



Galactic Center Positrons

INTErnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) is a currently 
operational space telescope for observing gamma rays. Launched by the European 
Space Agency into Earth orbit in 2002, designed to detect some of the most energetic 
radiation that comes from space. It was the most sensitive gamma ray observatory 
Launched before Fermi.



Cosmic Ray Positron Excess

The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer, also designated AMS-02, is a particle physics 
experiment module that is mounted on the International Space Station (ISS). It is 
designed to measure antimatter in cosmic rays and search for evidence of dark 
matter. The launch of Space Shuttle Endeavour flight STS-134 carrying AMS-02 took 
place on 16 May 2011, and the spectrometer was installed on 19 May 2011



Weakly Interacting 
Massive Particles (WIMP)

DAMA detector (Italy) observed a signal consistent with dark-matter (WIMP)
scattering. However, not of other detectors confirmed the effect. Needs to be 
cross-checked with the same kind of detector material (NaI)



Jefferson Lab: experiments 
looking for BSM canditades
and dark-force mediators
n LIPSS (axion-like particle and 

paraphoton searches, eV scales)
n APEX, HPS, DarkLight
n BDX (see Marco Battaglieri’s talk)



Sensitivity of A’s searches



Light dark photons from 
Compton backscattering 
(AA, Baker for JLAB FEL)

Can be realized for PRAE with an “internal photon target” 
= eg, Fabri-Perot cavity, similar to Compton polarimeter setup



Dark-particle 
bremstrahhlung
n All A’-search experiments consider total 

production rates and e-e+ decay channels
n Let us take advantage of PRAE low beam 

emittance and thin (internal) target and 
study
– Spin structure of bremsstrahlung 



Spin structure of 
bremsstrahlung
n Real-photon hard collinear bremsstrahlung 

flips helicity of a relativistic electron
– As a result, zero-angle brem amplitude is 

suppressed by a factor me/E
– However, scalar ALPs or non-zero mass A’ may 

have zero helicity, hence total helicity is 
conserved with no flipping of electron helicity

– Also possible with collinear emission of “twisted 
photons” with l=1

n What to measure: angular distribution 
of bremsstrahlung near || to electrons



Neutron lifetime puzzle

Slide credit: 



Neutron lifetime



Dark decays of a neutron



Possible detection 
scenarios

To be studied, eg, by UCNA Collaboration



UCNA excluded e+e-
mode



Gamma-decay mode

n excluded at 0.782 MeV < Eγ < 1.664 
MeV. 

n The case Eγ < 0.782 MeV remains 
unexplored.



Electrodisintegration of Deuteron 
into Dark Matter and Proton Close 
to Threshold
n Ivanov et al, arXiv:1807.04604
n Argue that 
n Look for triple-coincidence measurements of         

e-+D->e-+p+n

n Accessible for PRAE



Summary
n Several “puzzles”, both in astrophysics 

and in the lab allow interpretation in 
terms of dark matter coupling to 
visible matter

n Suggested for consideration in PRAE
– Photon “beam dump” (light A’, 

paraphotons);
– Helicity structrure of near-collinear 

bremsstrahlung (effect of A’ mass)
– Deutron electrodisionegration near 

threshold (dark modes of neutron decay)


